

USS DELPHYNE 9806.15


Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><<><><BEGIN   MISSION><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>

CMO_Maza:
::in sickbay::

XO_Ktarn:
::on the bridge::

OPS_Varel:
::at OPS console::

SCl_Kem:
:: in quarters getting ready for duty ::


FCO_Aaron:
::in quarters sending a low band fequency message to the Adrimal on the warning of the captian::

CO_Ber:
::in his ready room....lying on the couch::

CTO_Ross:
::at tactical, runing scans, but feeling destracted::

TAC_Spenc:
::in her quarters going over final report to the Captain, about the crew of the freighter that had exploded::

CNRTelico:
:: in counselor's office going over crew files::

CSO_GRant:
::enters bridge heads to sci_1::

TAC_Spenc:
::enters the bridge, looks around and gives a smile and a nod to all::

FCO_Aaron:
::turn comouter off and exits quarters::

XO_Ktarn:
::notices that FCO is late for his duty shift::

OPS_Varel:
::hears a beep on his console and sees someone sending a low band message::  XO: Sir, someone is sending out a low band message from us...

CEOLeurr:
::::::: enters Jefferies Tube 12:::::::

CO_Ber:
*FCO* get underway......Alpha Terran system....warp 5.5..engage

XO_Ktarn:
*FCO*: You are 5 minutes late for your shift

TAC_Spenc:
::starts an internal scan of the ship::

FCO_Aaron:
::goes to lift::<comp>bridge

CSO_GRant:
::programs scanners to look for the 2 missing ships::

SCl_Kem:
:: exits quarters and heads to TL ::

FCO_Aaron:
*XO* I am on the lift and ::enters bridge:: right behind you

CEOLeurr:
::::: climbs down ladder into the ENG back corridor::::::::

FCO_Aaron:
::takes his post at helm::

SCl_Kem:
:: enters TL :: *TL* Bridge

CEOLeurr:
::::::: opens a power conduit access panel:::::

CTO_Ross:
Xo: K'tarn, sir, I am still not reading any signes of cloaked vessliils in this area... it's clear as far as I can tell...

SCl_Kem:
:: enters bridge and heads for SCI2 ::

CO_Ber:
::lying on couch.........hands crossedover face....::FCO: eta to outskirts of theAlpha system?

XO_Ktarn:
::nods to ross::

TAC_Spenc:
::narrows down the frequencyies to search for message::

CNRTelico:
::begins to arrange appointments for junior crewmembers::

OPS_Varel:
::tracing the destination of the low-band message::

FCO_Aaron:
*CO* about 4 min.

CO_Ber:
*FCO* ack.....

CEOLeurr:
:::: begins work on the power conduit by running an analysis of the conduit itself::::::

CO_Ber:
::gets up and heads out ofRR::

TAC_Spenc:
OPS: are you finding the destination? I'm having trouble.

CTO_Ross:
::looks around the bridge::

CO_Ber:
::enters the bridge:":

XO_Ktarn:
::reviews ships status::

SCl_Kem:
:: reviewing science reports.  Forwards methane research to CSO ::

TAC_Spenc:
::nods at the Captain::

XO_Ktarn:
::see the captain enter the bridge::

XO_Ktarn:
::Stands::

CSO_GRant:
::reviews limited info mysterious signal from Alpa Terran 3 rd moon::

CO_Ber:
::sits in thechair......looks at the XO::

OPS_Varel:
::finally pegs the destination::  TAC:  Just got it..  somewhere in SF Command..

CO_Ber:
XO:status?

FCO_Aaron:
ALL: oh that would be my message don't worry about it

OPS_Varel:
::nods to Captain::

CEOLeurr:
:::::: begins running a spectral analysis of the conduit::::::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: all system or operational.  We are on course _Alpha Terran system

CTO_Ross:
::looks up and glairs at the FCO::

TAC_Spenc:
::tries to assist OPs for her console::

CO_Ber:
~~Varel~~

CSO_GRant:
SCI_KEM: acknowledged, very interesting research results

CO_Ber:
::nods::

FCO_Aaron:
::smiles at the CTO::

OPS_Varel:
~~ yes Captain? ~~~

SCl_Kem:
CSO: Aye sir, I thought you might be pleased.

XO_Ktarn:
::wonders what the FCO is up to::

CEOLeurr:
*roarke* i gotta take the transporters offline the conduit needs repair

CEOLeurr:
*ops*i gotta take the transporters offline the conduit needs repair

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* Acknowledged

CEOLeurr:
:::::: takes tr's offline::::

XO_Ktarn:
::reviews tactical responce times to drills::

SCl_Kem:
:: finishes up new assignment sheet for SCI staff ::

CEOLeurr:
:::::::: begins shutting down conduit e-30::::::

CO_Ber:
FCO: let  theCSO know whenwe're at the peremeter of thesystem....sohecanbegin scanning

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: sensors pick up traces of a strange signal

CSO_GRant:
::reads an odd signal trace::

CO_Ber:
::sips some tea::

SCl_Kem:
:: notes sensor changes :: CSO: Do you see this?

CEOLeurr:
*roarke* lets replace this section of conduit go to the industrial replicators and prepare the conduit

OPS_Varel:
::logs the message as he does with all of them just in case::

CO_Ber:
::puts thespoon on the arm rest::

XO_Ktarn:
::fowards the report to the captain and then opens a message to Ross making a few minor recomandtion for improving the time::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: sensors pick up residual readings of the civilian ships that were there 3 months earlier

CTO_Ross:
::brings up shield status, and makes some slight modifications::

CSO_GRant:
CO:I am reading a strange signal, it might be the strange signal  we'er after

CEOLeurr:
<roarke> *leurr* got it

CSO_GRant:
::preprogrammed scanners pick up missing ships::

CO_Ber:
CSO: feed itthrough the computer....also..check for starfleet signature   ships or debris.

TAC_Spenc:
CTO We are picking up residual traces from a prior ship

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  I think these are old readings.

CSO_GRant:
CO: sensors are picking up remains of missing ships

XO_Ktarn:
*CMO*:How is the medical Training for the JERU going>?

CTO_Ross:
Tac: yes, I'm folowing it on my desplay. they look more like warp sig's than anything else though...

CEOLeurr:
::::: begins to setup the ENG crew for the conduit replacement:::::::

CO_Ber:
CSO: debris or warp signatures?

CNRTelico:
::eyes are crossing at all the data on the viewer::

CMO_Maza:
*XO*I've just finished drafting up a course

TAC_Spenc:
CTO of course sir.

CSO_GRant:
::compares readings to starfleet records::

CSO_GRant:
::reads residual warp signatures::

XO_Ktarn:
*CMO*:Send it to me please.

OPS_Varel:
::begins going over the data from the explosions::

CMO_Maza:
*XO*aye, sir

CSO_GRant:
CO:residual warp signatures sir

XO_Ktarn:
::gets up and walks over to ensign August Spenser::

CO_Ber:
CSO: heading? and age?

CMO_Maza:
::sends a copy of the JERU medical training course to the XO for approval::

TAC_Spenc:
::looks at Ktarn:: Yes sir?

CEOLeurr:
:::::still in the ENG back conduit waiting for the new replacement to be finished::::::::

XO_Ktarn:
Tac: Have you compelted the training requiremnets for JERU members?

CSO_GRant:
::attempts reconstruct headings and estimates age::

TAC_Spenc:
XO: I am still working on that sir, as a matter of fact if we could get together later and go over a few things....

CSO_GRant:
::reads age has between 2 1/2 to 3 monthes::

CO_Ber:
::waits for report.......wonders if the computer can define signal::

XO_Ktarn:
tac: very well

CSO_GRant:
CO: age of readings 2 1/2 - 3 monthes

SCl_Kem:
:: monitoring CSO's progress, trying to plot course ::

XO_Ktarn:
::makes his way to the science station to talk with Kem'et::

TAC_Spenc:
::hopes Ktarn isn't displeased::

CEOLeurr:
::::::: opens another panel and taps into the impulse drive system and begins an analysis of the power flow:::::::

OPS_Varel:
::appends his conclusions and "gut feelings" to the report, and saves it all::

SCl_Kem:
:: see the XO approaching ::

CSO_GRant:
::reads loose heading as between 90 and 140::

SCl_Kem:
XO: Sir?

TAC_Spenc:
::An alarm suddenly beeps on the Tactical console::

CO_Ber:
OPS:perhaps youshould help the CSO.....there are a lot things to scan and analyse.......

XO_Ktarn:
Kem'et: Have you completed the science training requiremnets for JERU?

OPS_Varel:
::sends status report to the CO, adding a memo about FCO's low-band message to SF Command::  CO: Captain, I just sent my report to your arm console..

CEOLeurr:
::::: begins to see some poor power flow in this section:::::::;

CSO_GRant:
CO : best guess has heading 115 +or - 25

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: a signal is picked up on sensors......

CO_Ber:
::looks down::::OPS:yes.....I know.....

TAC_Spenc:
::console seems fine::

SCl_Kem:
XO: Sir, just about.  I have two back up personnel for fill in position as well.

CSO_GRant:
::continues to search scanners for new info::

CEOLeurr:
*ops* can you run a power diagnostic for the impulse system

SCl_Kem:
:: notices sensors going off ::

CTO_Ross:
::checks the systems status, and finds a system bug... after some tinkering, he gets rid of it::

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* Sure can..  Having problems down there?

SCl_Kem:
CSO:  Sensors are detecting a signal.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: source unknown

CSO_GRant:
SCI_KEM:acknowledged

OPS_Varel:
::initiates the power diagnostic::

CEOLeurr:
*ops* yes seems as if the conduits are not conducting power as they should be

CNRTelico:
::falls asleep with head down on the desk after looking at too many files::

CO_Ber:
CSO: lets send a probe to the third moon....maybe we can get a better definition

CSO_GRant:
CO: more signals are being picked up source unknown

SCl_Kem:
CSO: Can't lock in on the source however :: tries narrowing that scan parameters.

XO_Ktarn:
::gives kem'et a nodd and heads back to his chair::

CSO_GRant:
CO: YEs sir a probe is being readied

OPS_Varel:
::completes diagnostic and goes over the results::

CSO_GRant:
::programs a probe  to search the 3rd moon::

CO_Ber:
CSO: fire when ready

SCl_Kem:
:: wonders if K'tarn will ever head butt him ::

CEOLeurr:
*roarke* have 3 teams begin power fconduit diagnostics section by section

CSO_GRant:
TAC: please authorize a tube for probe

TAC_Spenc:
::continues to recieve mixed readings from console::

CO_Ber:
XO: how is the Jeru coming?? firming up??

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* Leurr, looks like the conduit in section J34 is the one causing problems..  it's operating at 25% less efficiency than the others..

TAC_Spenc:
CTO: I'm having trouble with my console

CTO_Ross:
::brings up probe and tube stats, and loads a probe:: CSO: the probe is loaded and ready.

XO_Ktarn:
CO: yes sir the first team should be operational shortly

SCl_Kem:
:: SCI station 2 completely fails going blank, then immediately comes back up ::

CEOLeurr:
*ops* got it.  we are gonna have to replace it. that means shutting it down for about 30 mins so we need authorization from the CO

CSO_GRant:
CTO:acknowledged

CTO_Ross:
TAC: switch to the backup prgramming. then have the computer run a diagnostic on it.

CSO_GRant:
::hits button to launch probe::

CO_Ber:
XO: ok.....prepare an AT......just in case....

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* Acknowledged..  I'll ask him, and if it's ok, I'll let you know and begin rerouting..

CSO_GRant:
CO: Probe away sir

TAC_Spenc:
CTO: of course sir

CNRTelico:
::dreams of flying through space without a ship or suit::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: aye sir

SCl_Kem:
:: sends comment to OPS about power surges ::

OPS_Varel:
CO: Captain, we need permission to replace the conduit in J34..  we need to shut it down for about 30 minutes..

CO_Ber:
XO: they canstandy by at theirstations for now

TAC_Spenc:
:;switches to a backup and begins running diagnostic tests::

CEOLeurr:
*ops* problem is that it cant be rerouted.  Its the main line off the impulse unit right before it splits to the spur lines

CSO_GRant:
::looks a panel for telemetry from probe::

CEOLeurr:
*ops* when we shut down so does the impulse system.

XO_Ktarn:
Ops: what transporter room is aviable?

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Unfortunately, shutting it down means no impulse system while it's down..

SCl_Kem:
:: locks SRS on probe for spot calibration ::

XO_Ktarn:
Ross, Kem'et: YOu be on the away team

CNRTelico:
::flies through space towards a starship..it looks like a Federation one...::

FCO_Aaron:
CO: yeah

OPS_Varel:
XO:  None at the moment sir..  Ms. Leurr has taken them offline..

SCl_Kem:
XO: Aye sir.

CTO_Ross:
Xo: K'tarn: aye sir/

FCO_Aaron:
::sarcasicaly

FCO_Aaron:
:

XO_Ktarn:
*Maza*: standy by for away team mission

CTO_Ross:
Tac: take my console while I'm gone.

CO_Ber:
OPS: can youbypass for now.....this is not agood time

CMO_Maza:
*XO*standing by

TAC_Spenc:
CTO: thank you sir

CEOLeurr:
*roarke* status on teh replicator's conduit job

XO_Ktarn:
OPS: Ready a runabout then

CSO_GRant:
::reads that probe is sending data ::

TAC_Spenc:
::moves over to CTO station

CMO_Maza:
::makes sure that the nurses and medics have everything covered in sickbay::

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* The Captain wants to know if there is any way to bypass that conduit?

CTO_Ross:
Xo: uh sir... the TL's are offline, how are we supposed to get to the shuttle bay?

SCl_Kem:
:: grabs tricorder and configures for computer link.  Notes the link is initialized ::

CO_Ber:
CSO: status on the probe?

OPS_Varel:
XO:  Aye sir..  the Robinson will be ready for you when you get to SB 1

CEOLeurr:
*ops* what conduit the impulse or TR?

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* The conduit..  we need to retain impulse engines..

CSO_GRant:
CO: probe is sending data, so far it is working but no news on signal

CNRTelico:
::the ship looks like a Galaxy class, but it seems upside down::

OPS_Varel:
::notifies the SB to ready the Robinson for the AT::

CMO_Maza:
::checks the medkit to see that it has all of the necessary supplies for an away mission::

CTO_Ross:
::notices the tl is online, and enters::

CO_Ber:
CSO: ok.....any inhabitedplanets inthere?

CEOLeurr:
*ops*imulse is still online only the TR is offline waiting for the conduit to be replicated

TAC_Spenc:
CTO: Just the tr's are off line not the TL's

SCl_Kem:
:: dawns a hand phaser.  Checks setting for stun ::

CTO_Ross:
*Tac*: I just found out... thanks anyhow.

CSO_GRant:
::reads computer looking for info on Alpha Terran system::

TAC_Spenc:
*CTO* Yes Sir

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* I know that..  I meant is there any way to repair the counduit without losing impulse engines?

CTO_Ross:
::arrives at the shuttle bay, waiting for mr kem...

CNRTelico:
::flying closer, there seems to be a triangular projection on the top...or is that the bottom?...::

CSO_GRant:
:: reads that Alpha Terran is inhabited but not the moons::

XO_Ktarn:
::debates taking the FCO with him::

CEOLeurr:
*ops* no.

SCl_Kem:
:: meets ROss  in Shuttle Bay ::

CTO_Ross:
Kem: there you are... you'r late... oh well, lets get going.

CSO_GRant:
CO: the Alpha Terran planet is inhabited, class M but not the moons

CEOLeurr:
*ops* it can be done while we are at warp for at least 4-5 hours

CMO_Maza:
::enters TL::

SCl_Kem:
*Ross*: Okay who's driving?

CTO_Ross:
::enters the shuttle Robinson::

SCl_Kem:
:: enters the shuttle ::

CEOLeurr:
*ops* impulse can run but i expect max speed to be 3/4 impulse

OPS_Varel:
CO: Negative Captain..  it is in a main power line to the Impulse engines..  if we try to repair it, impulse engines go offline..  Although if 4-5 hours is ok, we can do it while at warp..

CO_Ber:
::takes adeep breath::

FCO_Aaron:
XO: I would like to go on this one if it;s alright for you

CTO_Ross:
Sci: you are, I'll take the other opperational systems.


OPS_Varel:
CO: Correct that..  we can do it, but our max speed is reduced to 2/3 impulse while we do it..

CO_Ber:
OPS: well, Iwould like togovisit that moon......

SCl_Kem:
:: powers up impulse and warp engines ::

SCl_Kem:
*Bridge*: Shuttle Robinson ready to depart.

XO_Ktarn:
FCO: Yes I suppose I will need a pilot ::dose not sound realy happy

CTO_Ross:
::powers up systems, and waits for the others::

XO_Ktarn:
CO: sir I be standying by in the shuttle craft with the at

XO_Ktarn:
::gets up::

CO_Ber:
FCO: take us to the farside of thethird moon....keep themoon between us andthe planet.

CNRTelico:
::the name and number of the ship are barely visible...USS T...the vessel suddenly explodes::

CMO_Maza:
::exits TL and enters shuttlebay

CMO_Maza:
::enters shuttle::

FCO_Aaron:
XO: whats wrong....afraid of a little exictement::frienly and jokingly::

FCO_Aaron:
CO: aye

CO_Ber:
XO: ::nods::

FCO_Aaron:
::does as ordered::

XO_Ktarn:
FCO: your with me

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* Can you confirm we will retain 2/3 Impulse power and will still be able to replace the conduit?

CTO_Ross:
*Xo*: all we're waiting for is you sir.

XO_Ktarn:
::enters the lift and waits for the FCO::

FCO_Aaron:
XO: yes sir

TAC_Spenc:
CO I would suggest taking a security member with you.

CEOLeurr:
*ops* the only TR online will be the supply TR it can do crew but only one at a time

FCO_Aaron:
::gets up and follows the XO::

XO_Ktarn:
*CTO*: I am on my way

CO_Ber:
OPS: route FCO to your station.

OPS_Varel:
CO: Yes sir..

CNRTelico:
:wakes up with a start and wipes saliva from side of face::

OPS_Varel:
::slaves Helm to his console::

XO_Ktarn:
Tac: I am taking Ross and my selg::grins::that should be enough::

FCO_Aaron:
::in lift with K'tarn::

XO_Ktarn:
TL:SHuttle bay

CEOLeurr:
*ops* i told you you can continue at max 3/4 impulse or 0 impulse if we repair shall i repeat it for a thrid time?

XO_Ktarn:
::feels the lift moving::

CSO_GRant:
::reads more data from probe as it approaches the 3rd moon::

TAC_Spenc:
::thinks drats::

XO_Ktarn:
::arrives outside the shuttlebay and heads for teh shuttle

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* Acknowleged, but they decided to take the Robinson..

FCO_Aaron:
::follows XO::

XO_Ktarn:
::enters the shuttle::

CEOLeurr:
*ops* eng out

CTO_Ross:
@*Tac*: keep her in one piece if something goes wrong while I'm gone, eh spence.

FCO_Aaron:
::goes to the helm in the shuttle and sits::

OPS_Varel:
CO: Captain, our max speed will be 3/4 Impulse until the repairs are made..  bu there is no way to make repairs and keep the engines online..

TAC_Spenc:
::prepares to keep a close eye on the shuttle::  ::starts security measures::

XO_Ktarn:
FCO: take the controls

FCO_Aaron:
XO: aye

XO_Ktarn:
Kem'et" You be the navagtor

CMO_Maza:
@::sits in her seat, wondering what her first away mission will have in store::

CEOLeurr:
:::::: picks up strange readings near the conduit

CO_Ber:
OPS: get to the moon and then take them offline..If weneed to get out. wewill use warp

TAC_Spenc:
::gulps:: @TAC: Yes sir!

FCO_Aaron:
ALL: are we all ready?

XO_Ktarn:
@Ross: Get us clearance to leave

SCl_Kem:
@*XO* Aye sir.

OPS_Varel:
CO: Understood.. ::takes the ship towards the moon::

XO_Ktarn:
@::straps himself in::

FCO_Aaron:
::thinks seatbelts are for dummies::

CTO_Ross:
@Xo: my pleasure sir. @*Delphyen*: this is the shuttle Robbinson requesting take off clearance...

SCl_Kem:
@:: monitoring SRS ::

CO_Ber:
::looks at viewer:: CSO: anything else with thatsignal??

FCO_Aaron:
::buckles up for saftey::

CSO_GRant:
::reads data , some peaks at certain frequencis::

OPS_Varel:
CO: Captain, shall i clear the shuttle?

CEOLeurr:
::::: continues to scan the conduit::::::

CO_Ber:
OPS: granted.

CTO_Ross:
::powers up all tactical systems in case their are some supprises in store for them on the surface::

FCO_Aaron:
ALL: buckle up we love you ::smiles::

OPS_Varel:
*Robinson* You are cleared shuttle Robinson..  Good luck and good hunting..  Bridge out.

CNRTelico:
reformats the data on the viewer so it's not so tiring::

XO_Ktarn:
@FCO: take us out

FCO_Aaron:
::goes through laughing sequence::

CSO_GRant:
CO: some peaks at three freqs: 150 Ghz, 380 Ghz , and 720 Ghz

SCl_Kem:
@:: smiles briefly at the hunting line ::

FCO_Aaron:
::opens bay doors and takes her out::

SCl_Kem:
@:: makes eye contact with CMO, nods and smiles, looks back to console ::

XO_Ktarn:
@::feels the shuttle take off::

CMO_Maza:
@::smiles::

FCO_Aaron:
@::looks at the moon in front of the shuttle::

CO_Ber:
*Cnslr* I'm a littlelight on thebridge.....will you join us?

OPS_Varel:
::takes the ship towards the moon, glad that the Bajoran underground had it's top operatives cross-trained rather effectively::

CTO_Ross:
@::looks back at K'tarn, and nods, having an unidentafiable fealing in his gut, thinking it must be anxiaty::

FCO_Aaron:
@SCI: you have a place for me to take her down?

TAC_Spenc:
::Feels all alone without the CTO::

CSO_GRant:
::reads that civilian Federation ships use 150 Ghz for certain portable data logs::

OPS_Varel:
CO: Standard orbit Captain?

SCl_Kem:
@FCO: Scanning.  It's a little rough. :: laying in landing zone ::

CO_Ber:
OPS: stay on thisside.......

FCO_Aaron:
::plots course to the moon and engages at 1/4/ impulse::

CNRTelico:
*CO*: On my way, Sir.

CO_Ber:
OPS: geosyncronousorbit.

CNRTelico:
::gladly shuts down the viewer and heads out of the office::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Umm..  yes sir..

SCl_Kem:
@FCO: We've got a lot of rocks down there.

TAC_Spenc:
::scanners show shuttle is having minor turbu...::

XO_Ktarn:
@All:Set phasers to stun

CEOLeurr:
*ops* shall i remind you that if we take impulse offline there can be no combat...... we will be sitting ducks or we coudl try to warp out inside a solar system.........

CSO_GRant:
CO: The 150 Ghz signal might be from a portable data logger used by civilians

XO_Ktarn:
@Kem'et:Scan are landing site for lifesigns

CTO_Ross:
@Xo: aye sir. ::grabs a phaser rifel, and sets it to stun, then sets his hand unit to stun as well::

FCO_Aaron:
SCI: nothing I can't handle

CO_Ber:
CSO: any buildings on the moon?

XO_Ktarn:
@Ross: Inform the ship that we will be landing soon::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: scans pick up no known life forms....

SCl_Kem:
@XO: Scanning sir ::concentrating SRS on landing zone ::

CO_Ber:
CSO: or powerreadings?

CNRTelico:
::gets into TL::Bridge.

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* Of course..  would the manuevering thrusters be unaffected and would they have enough power for me to keep us on this side of the moon while you repair the conduit?

XO_Ktarn:
@::checks the setting on his type II and type I Phaser::

SCl_Kem:
@XO: Nothing sir.  It's a rock.

CTO_Ross:
@Xo: aye sir. *COM* Ops: We will be landing soon...

OPS_Varel:
*CTO* Acknowledged..

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the shuttle approaches the moons atmosphere,, systems begin going haywire.......

XO_Ktarn:
@::picks up a type III phaser rifle and checks its settings::

OPS_Varel:
CO: Captain, the shuttle reports it is about to land..

FCO_Aaron:
@:: enters the planets atmosphere and waits for landinf coordinates::

CNRTelico:
::arrives on the bridge::

CSO_GRant:
CO: sensors show no life forms present on the moon , nor any buildings::

CMO_Maza:
@::makes sure that her phaser is on stun::

CEOLeurr:
* ops* yea we coudl sustain orbit but we will be dropping our drawers for all to see......

CO_Ber:
OPS: yes.....

OPS_Varel:
::keeps the ship on the side of moon::

FCO_Aaron:
@All: woah

CNRTelico:
CO:  Lt. Telico reporting as ordered, Captain.

SCl_Kem:
@:: adjusting power levels and nav systems ::

FCO_Aaron:
@XO: I am going to have to put her down manualy

SCl_Kem:
@ALL: Hold on people.

CTO_Ross:
@::watches as all the tac systems goe out, and the backups dropp offline as well:: Xo: sir, we have lost tactical systems sir.

XO_Ktarn:
@FCO: What going on?

CO_Ber:
CNSLR:have a seat.....::looking at viewer::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: once the shuttle clears the upper atmosphere, systems read normal......almost

CNRTelico:
::salutes in a slightly sarcastic manner::

TAC_Spenc:
::looks up to see the cnslr enter the bridge::

CMO_Maza:
@::holds on tight::

FCO_Aaron:
@ALL; hold on it might be rough

SCl_Kem:
@:: increasing power to shields, SIF, IDF from warp engines ::

CTO_Ross:
@::forgets about tac, and grabs thw console, holding on for dear life::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the landing is a little rough

FCO_Aaron:
@::lands the shuttle::

OPS_Varel:
CO: Captain, shall I have Ms. Leurr begin replacing that conduit?  we won't be able to use impulse engines..  also, we would be sitting ducks if we were forced to engage in battle..  our only options would be fight stationary or warp out..

TAC_Spenc:
::sees that the shuttle has landed althoug a little rough::

FCO_Aaron:
@XO: how do you like that for a mouthfunctioning shuttle

SCl_Kem:
@:: notes a small dink as his head hits the bulkhead.  Snarls at the FCO ::

XO_Ktarn:
@::gets tossed around from the landing and wonders if maybe he should have let Kem'et fly::

CMO_Maza:
@::wonders if all landings and dockings by this crew are rough::

XO_Ktarn:
@*CO*:SIr we landed

CNRTelico:
::winks over at Spencer as he takes the cold Counselor's seat::

TAC_Spenc:
*CTO* Everything ok sir?

CTO_Ross:
@::feels wrist give way, but doenst give any out wardd signs of pain::

SCl_Kem:
@:: notes that all systems are still intact ::

CO_Ber:
OPS: send asignal to theshuttle.letthemknow theymay be left behind...

TAC_Spenc:
::pretends not to notice Telicos wink::

CMO_Maza:
@ALL:is everyone alright?

XO_Ktarn:
@Ross; You have the point

FCO_Aaron:
@SCI: what happened to the systems?

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Yes sir..  ::tight bands the communication and encrypts it:: *Robinson* We are repairing a conduit..  if something hostile approaches, we will have to warp out and you will be left behind..

CEOLeurr:
:::: watches as the crew installs the TR power conduit replacement::::::;

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the AT begins disembarking the shuttle

CTO_Ross:
@Xo: aye sir. ::gets up, and opens shuttel doors, and looks outside to check for hostile forces::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Message sent sir, shall Leurr go ahead?

SCl_Kem:
@ALL:  The upper atmosphere had some sort of power surges.  Didn't show up on sensors.

FCO_Aaron:
@SCI: will we be able to leave?

XO_Ktarn:
@All: I Bring up the rear.  FCO you follow Ross, then Kem'et then ::incates to the Dr::you doctor. And I bring up the rear

FCO_Aaron:
@XO: syre

CO_Ber:
OPS:::::sigh:::::yes......tellhim to MOVE IT

SCl_Kem:
@FCO: I don't see any reason why not.

OPS_Varel:
CO:  Aye sir

SCl_Kem:
@:: falls in behind FCO.::

OPS_Varel:
*CEO*  Permission granted Lt..  replace that conduit, but the CO wants me to tell you to "MOVE IT"

CEOLeurr:
*ops* ack.

CNRTelico:
::goes over latest situation reports::

CTO_Ross:
@::leads the team outside, still fealing funny:: Xo: sir, I don't liek this... there is something wrong with this situation...

FCO_Aaron:
@::exits the shuttle and follows RoSS::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the AT begins moving across the rocky terrain, the air suddenly becomes charged 

CMO_Maza:
@::walks around the site::

CEOLeurr:
*eng* i need three teams on teh ball conditon one! we're replacing the power conduit for the impulse systems

XO_Ktarn:
@::feels the hair on his neck raise::Ross: I think your right

FCO_Aaron:
~~~trying to sence for anything~~~~

CTO_Ross:
@::feels hair stand on end:: *ALL*: hit the deck, lightning...

SCl_Kem:
@:: with tricorder ::  There's quite a bit of static electricity around here.

CEOLeurr:
:::::: moves down the corridor/tunnel as the teams begin to flurry::::::

FCO_Aaron:
::hits the deck::

TAC_Spenc:
::reads scensers for a clue as to what is happening on the moon::

CEOLeurr:
*ops* im shutting down imulse in 10 seconds

CTO_Ross:
@::drops to the ground, trying to avoid the impending bolt of lightning::

SCl_Kem:
@:: feels a shock from the tricorder ::

XO_Ktarn:
@::walks ahead following the doctor::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: A sudden surge of lightning  begins crackling across the sky, a large bolt hits Ltjg Ross, electricuting him instantly ..a

CMO_Maza:
@::pulls out her medical tricorder, and starts scanning::

CEOLeurr:
:: takes impulse system offline and readies the transfer::::::

CSO_GRant:
::reads ionization in lower atmosphere on moon::

OPS_Varel:
*CEO*  Acknowledged

XO_Ktarn:
@::see the lighting bolt hit Ross::

XO_Ktarn:
@Maza: Is he still alive?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the storm doesnt' seem to be able to be read from the ship

SCl_Kem:
@:: taking readings, wondering what set it off ::

CTO_Ross:
@::lies there, wondering why he can't move::

TAC_Spenc:
OPS: do we have transporters on line? I'm gettting some strange readings from the moon

FCO_Aaron:
@All:what the

OPS_Varel:
CO:  10 seconds till impulse engines go offline sir..

CMO_Maza:
@::checking Ross's vital signs

CEOLeurr:
*ops* impulse offline

FCO_Aaron:
@::gets up still low and goes over to Ross::

OPS_Varel:
TAC: Negative..  we only have a shipping transporter operational right now..

CMO_Maza:
@XO:he'll be fine, just will have a big headache

CSO_GRant:
CO: there is much ionization in the lower atmosphere of that moon, it might get rough down there

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* Acknowledged..

XO_Ktarn:
::tries to hail the ship::*CO*: SIr we need to beam Ross straight to sickbay. Are transports online?

SCl_Kem:
@:: notes where the doctor and wounded are.  moves closer to help protect them ::

CO_Ber:
*CEO* aretransporters offline?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: tricorders pick up strange signals

CNRTelico:
::feels glad that the CO thought his presence was needed here::

CEOLeurr:
::::: watches crew begin to rush around changing the conduit section::::::

CMO_Maza:
@::gives hypospray to injured to stabilize them::

TAC_Spenc:
::her heart sinks as she hears the words transport to medical::

OPS_Varel:
CO: ::overhears the message::  Captain, we have a shipping transporter so we can take one at a time only..

SCl_Kem:
@:: XO: I'm reading the same odd signal that we were getting on the ship.  But much more pronouced>

CO_Ber:
ALL: something is wrong.......

XO_Ktarn:
@Kem'et: Where did the lighting bolt come from?

FCO_Aaron:
@~~~checks for anything~~~~

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: The sky begins charging again.....the static electricity in the air is more than evident

CTO_Ross:
::opens his eyes, seeing the doctor, and others, can't remember what's worng, but his head hurts, and he is sore::

OPS_Varel:
::looks at the Captain::  CO:  You have that feeling also?

CEOLeurr:
*co* i have the shipping TR that can do one TR at a time and the two shuttles that can TR people.  But the corridor is shared with the impulse and there isnt enough toom to finalize the TR

XO_Ktarn:
@FCO: Can you reach the captain?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: lightning bolts begin hitting around the AT

SCl_Kem:
@ALL: HIT THE DECK!

FCO_Aaron:
@::gets low::

XO_Ktarn:
@::Ducks::

CO_Ber:
OPS: can you get a transporter lock on the AT??

CMO_Maza:
@::ducks::

CNRTelico:
CO: They are in trouble?

OPS_Varel:
::attempts a lock::

FCO_Aaron:
*CO* do you copy?

XO_Ktarn:
@::Waits for the barrage to end::

CEOLeurr:
*co* we can do 3 transports at a time

CO_Ber:
Cnslr: Ithink so......

CTO_Ross:
@::hears the bolt, bracing for thee pain of annother shock, but feels nothing::

SCl_Kem:
@ALL: We should get back in the shuttle NOW!

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* Couldn't we daisychain the shuttle transporter's with the shipping one to get enough power for it?

CSO_GRant:
CO: I am reading lightning on the moon

SCl_Kem:
@:: working with the tricorder. Localizing the signal.

FCO_Aaron:
~~~CAPTAIN~~~

CMO_Maza:
@::tries to help her injured crewmember up::

CTO_Ross:
@::tries to get up on his own, but his wrist and ligs hurt too mutch to get up::

CO_Ber:
`~~~Aaron???~~~

XO_Ktarn:
@::hates to amidt but Kem;et is right::ALL: Head bac

XO_Ktarn:
@all:Head back to the shuttle

FCO_Aaron:
XO: I have him what do you wnat to say

CEOLeurr:
*ops* no the shipping TR can only do one, since it only has one TR pad.  The shuttles can do one each i believe

CMO_Maza:
@::helps Ross over to the shuttle::

SCl_Kem:
@:: slow to follow as the signal fades in and out ::

CO_Ber:
OPS: anytype of lock on the AT??

CTO_Ross:
@::limps back with maza's help::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: More lightning hits the ground near the AT as they move...as if someone were purposely directing its fall

XO_Ktarn:
@::Bends over and picks up ross and heads back to the shuttle::

OPS_Varel:
*CEO* Ok..  so using all 3 we could, in theory, handle 3 at a time, but to separate areas, right?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: a small lightning burst hits the shuttle

CNRTelico:
CO: It doesn't seem we can get a good lock.  How about I take a shuttle to get them?

SCl_Kem:
@XO: I think we should spread out.  This doesn't seem to be random.

OPS_Varel:
CO: Having some problems sir..  some kind of interference..  I *think* I can do it, but it will be very risky..  good chance the transport won't complete..

XO_Ktarn:
@Kem'et: FInd out what is casing this

CEOLeurr:
*ops* yea you have at your disposal three TR pads they can beam up 3 seperate objects within range

XO_Ktarn:
@FCO: Check out the shuttle

SCl_Kem:
@XO: working on it.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the AT moves toward the shuttle the lighting seems to slow

CO_Ber:
OPS: Do you have a lock on theAT??

CMO_Maza:
@::wonders if the lighting is targeting our lifesigns::

XO_Ktarn:
@::;lays ross down by the shuttle::

CEOLeurr:
::::: waits as the replicator finishes up the conduit::::::

CTO_Ross:
@::tries to sit up, but feels faint::

CNRTelico:
::wonders if the Captain heard him::

CMO_Maza:
@::goes next to Ross::

SCl_Kem:
@:: sets down one tricorder them another, in an attempt to triangulate the signals position.:: ALL:  I need another tricorder

XO_Ktarn:
@Maza:How bad is he

CSO_GRant:
::tries to scan for source of lightning::

CMO_Maza:
@::attends to Ross's medical condition::

OPS_Varel:
CO:  I'm uping power to try and get a safe lock..  I would strongly advise against trying it with my current lock..

FCO_Aaron:
@::crawls inside the shuttle::

XO_Ktarn:
@Kem'et: what do you need?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: One large bolt hits a rock near the at team , splitting it in half

FCO_Aaron:
~~~we are getting beat up by an ion storm~~~

SCl_Kem:
@XO: I need another tricorder.  I'm attempting to triangulate the signal.

CO_Ber:
CNSLR: get one ready.....take 3security

XO_Ktarn:
@*CO*:Sir do you read me>

CMO_Maza:
@XO::the electrical discharge has weakened the neuronal impulses to his muscles

TAC_Spenc:
::supports OPS with similar scans::

FCO_Aaron:
@gets rocked by the bolt::

XO_Ktarn:
@::Hand kem'et his tricoder::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: Ross begins convulsing

CTO_Ross:
@::watches as the bolts fly, and realizes what his father ment so many years ago::

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><>><><><><><><><><><><><><><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
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